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Let’s attack the root of the problem:  

 

 Learn to recognize the local and broader patterns 

and tenants of Agenda 21. This way you can fight 

back with insight. 

 

The Globalist invasion is happening right under our nose. 

Right here on the Olympic Peninsula! 

 

 

 

 

Let’s examine aspects of the ‘Local Action’ Plan: 

 

 

ICLEI 

 

This is the most vulnerable globalist organization 

operating in America today. 
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The full name is “The International Council for Local 

Environmental Initiatives.” It is also called “Local 

Governments for Sustainability.”  

 

 

ICLEI is an important NGO that:  

 Closely ties policy to man-made Global Warming and 

climate change. 
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 Has formed an international Congress filled with city 

and county representatives. This Congress acts as a 

shadow World Government. 

 Directs Community Development and other local 

agencies and provides statutory and regulatory 

provisions that implement Sustainable policy locally. 

 

Local tax funds pay the contract fee. Globalist policy-

making is fully invaded upon ICLEI’s arrival. Seattle was 

an early participant but now it is not alone. 600 cities, 

including Bloomberg led New York City, from all across 

the nation, have ICLEI contracts. Local governments have 

been hijacked by world government operatives.  

 

Each ICLEI city’s influence is expanded as ICLEI then 

automatically steers Regional Air, Water Boards, and 

many other “regional” transformational governance 

apparatus.  
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ICLEI HUBS

 
 

ICLEI has contracts with King County, Olympia, Shoreline, 

Seattle, Sequim, Clallam County, and Port Townsend. 

There are 34 city and county contracts in effect in this 

state. A full list is available. 

 

Article 1 Section 10 prohibits: “No state shall enter into 

any Treaty, Alliance or Confederation” with a foreign 

political entity. Neither may a city. Ask: Is it treasonous 

for city fathers to contract with ICLEI, an International 

NGO and U.N. related organization? I think so.  
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In any event, contracts with ICLEI guarantee 

implementation of international political and economic 

policy at the local level. Drive city alliances with ICLEI out 

of Washington and out of all of America.  

 

Where’s the Sheriff? It is time for good Sheriffs to take 

action! Ridding towns of ICLEI is more important to the 

future of America than was the Sheriff’s role in ridding 

the west of rustlers and train robbers!  

 

So much of the Agenda 21 invasion at the local level 

relies on the man-made global warming fraud. But the 

unraveling of this masquerade has not yet hit the local 

scene. ICLEI is particularly vulnerable because of public 

awareness of the warming fraud. Citizens need to react 

soon! Now is the time.  

 

Residents in Spokane, Washington and various cities in 

the Colorado plains are taking on their city’s contact and 

contract with ICLEI as other localized rebellions brew. 

You can do this too. We are tracking the Kick ICLEI Out! 

campaign at FreedomAdvocates.org. 
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I am going to identify some of the Agenda 21 operatives 

working to create the globalist objectives here on the 

Olympic Peninsula. The first organization is the Puget 

Sound Partnership.  

 

 
 

The word “Action” is the local red light call to arms by 

those working wittingly or unwittingly to abolish private 

property through Sustainable policy. Where I live the 

equivalent organization to this is Action Pajaro Valley. 

Discovery of their internal documentation reveals that 
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the word Action is an acronym for “Agenda 21; 

Community Teamwork In Operation Now” (ACTION). 

 

Leadership councils are not unique to the Puget Sound. 

Santa Cruz has run continuous seminars for recruiting 

“leaders” from the business community to partner with 

government often for the purpose of creating new non-

profit councils in order to further the transformation of 

America. Under the emerging system the political-

economic system is to be run by “public-private” 

partners as in economic fascism. Globalism is not simply 

a left wing movement!  

 

 

Another organization, People for Puget Sound, issued a 

map that has been described as: “Poisons in Puget 

Sound: Where they come from.” 
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Despite the existence of legitimate reasons for mapping 

storm drains, my experience is that this kind of mapping 

is part of a nefarious Action Plan. 

 

What this ‘Action’ is intended to accomplish is give policy 

makers the opportunity to impose “watershed” 

restrictions, massive restrictions on any land based 

activity. You will see how this begins the process of 

ridding rural landscapes of free enterprisers and private 
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property owners. This missive will be an engine in the 

effort to finalize the takedown of the Olympic Peninsula. 

The Peninsula is scheduled to become, to the extend it is 

not already, a Wildlands Network zone with some buffer 

zones surrounding the core Wildland.  

 

Santa Cruz County has similarly mapped the drainage 

outlets to the Monterey Bay National “Sanctuary.” This 

was more than 5 years ago. Now government agencies, 

together with associated non-profits, NGOs and 

academic collaborators, have developed a program to 

control all “non point pollution” sources. This means 

controls over water use, including over all activities that 

have a potential for affecting rainwater drainage or 

agricultural irrigation drainage.  

 

If the forces of power achieve this planned outcome, we 

as individuals become chattel. Control the water, control 

the people.  
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Remember government powers are granted under the 

Constitution – they cannot just be taken by a narrow 

mob, with political front men, seeking power and control 

over resources. 

 

An example, of course, is the Olympic Wilderness. 

 

 
 

Under what authority do these designations originate? 

Government parks should be determined and owned by 

states and or local governments. There is no federal 

authority for the ownership and management of parks. 
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Today, many people think the Global Warming charade 

has faded. Average Americans have reconciled the 

claimed catastrophic temperature rise with their 

personal experience that it is not getting hotter. That 

reconciliation came with the email-gate disclosure that 

the U.N.’s Panel of Climate Change was ‘creating’ their 

findings and that the “science” was a fraud. The subject 

is over.  

 

Not quite. It is not only ICLEI that depends on 

perpetuation of the Global Warming fraud. Washington 

State Department of Ecology also peddles Global 

Warming as the excuse for their policies. 
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For several decades, people have accepted that we had 

entered the era of man-made climate change. First we 

were told the earth was cooling. Later we have been told 

the earth was warming. Both conclusions were said to be 

due to the activities of modern man. A consensus driven 

determination in order to impose belief of an impending 

gloom, they thought, would justify a universal political-

economic transformation. 
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The world got the news of the scientific climate change 

fraud last fall via the climate gate email scandal with the 

U.N.’s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. Yet 

the state of Washington has its core governance policy 

still tied to the man-made changing climate nonsense. 
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There is no surprise that the American Planning 

Association is an NGO. That means they are accredited 

by the United Nations for purposes of advancing Agenda 

21 Sustainable Development. Their effort for decades has 

been to build an army of agents whose first calling is the 

incremental abolition of private property. Your local 

Department of Community Development is comprised of 

people who are active members of the APA. 

 

I have not before seen so forward a public approach by 

the APA. They must think they have a cheering squad.  

 

Only fools are the cheerleaders of the APA. 

 

No one will be spared when globalism takes full hold. If, 

or when, humans become chattel of ruling elite, even 

those who jockey today to become our slave masters or 

our feudal lords will become themselves chattel of ruling 

elite. 
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Get to know your local American Planning Association 

chapter. Attend their fall forum. Gather information. It 

will pay off.  

 

 

Let’s talk about “the trail”. 
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Politicians and other agents of Agenda 21 are inundating 

us with overlapping schemes that quietly and 

deliberately drown our property rights and freedom. For 

surefire evidence, take a look at the plot that is outlined 

in the U.S. Congress - H.R. 5101 Wildlife Corridors 

Conservation Act of 2010. This bill includes 

transboundary tax-payer funded projects for wild animal 

bridges and tunnels, increasing roadless areas and other 

means to capture more natural resources and private 

property for government and its partners. 

 

 

http://frwebgate.access.gpo.gov/cgi-bin/getdoc.cgi?dbname=111_cong_bills&docid=f:h5101ih.txt.pdf
http://frwebgate.access.gpo.gov/cgi-bin/getdoc.cgi?dbname=111_cong_bills&docid=f:h5101ih.txt.pdf
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H.R. 5101 states that, "The Secretary, in cooperation with 

the States and Indian tribes, shall develop a Habitat and 

Corridors Information System, that shall include maps 

and descriptions of projected shifts in habitats and 

corridors of fish and wildlife species in response to 

climate change; and to assess the impacts of existing 

development on habitats and corridors." The System is 

charged with identifying, prioritizing and describing "key 

parcels of non-Federal land (i.e., state lands and private 

property) located within the boundaries of units of the 

National Park System, National Wildlife Refuge System, 

National Forest System, or National Grassland System 

that are critical to maintenance of wildlife habitat and 

migration corridors." This is way over and above what 

the federal government has already swallowed up under 

other guises. 

 

Does anyone smell collectivism? Do you think private 

property is being abolished? Do you think a new system 

is being designed to reorder our society?  
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A thousand points of darkness are descending upon us. If 

we understand Agenda 21’s Action Plan, then we can 

restore Liberty without fighting a thousand battles. Cut 

off Agenda 21 at its head; Defeat local implementation of 

Agenda 21! 

 

 

Washington State urgently requires a new political 

direction with new political majorities. And you need 

them soon! The good news is this state has begun that 

process. Washington has legislators including Joel Kretz, 

Shelly Short, Matt Shea, Jan Angel, Dan Christiansen and 

Senator Bob Morton that understand Agenda 21.  

 

And so do many of you and a growing legion around the 

state. 


